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The MBA in Health Services and Risk Management also helps you learn how to apply knowledge and skills of business operations and management to healthcare organizations with emphasis on health services management, healthcare policy and law, healthcare technology management, healthcare quality management, healthcare data analytics, and healthcare project management. In addition, you’ll be prepared with additional coursework in managerial accounting, managerial economics, managerial finance, and an international practicum.

Real-World Skills You’ll Learn in This Program

• How to apply business operations skills and management to healthcare organizations.
• Broaden your knowledge of the field of entrepreneurship and/or “intrapreneurship” (an entrepreneur working within a large organization) and develop the skills needed for a successful career as an entrepreneur or in a corporate business environment.
• Gain hands-on experience and practical knowledge through Constructive Action, which is a workable plan you will develop and implement as part of the program.
• Leverage networking opportunities with faculty, alumni and other business leaders.

This Degree is Practical

Graduates of our MBA in Health Services and Risk Management program have the knowledge base to sit for the Certified Associate in Health Information and Management Systems (CAHIMS) and Certified Associate/Professional in Health Information and Management Systems (CPHIMS) certifications.

Be ready for any number of careers in today’s demand healthcare environment.

Workshops to prepared for the CAHIMS and CPHIMS certification exams are conducted onsite each semester.
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